DEPARTMENTAL ACHIEVEMENTS AND ACTIVITIES

Training

BBA Students (passout 2015) were sent for the corporate training at ABPS Pvt Ltd., Kolkata.

Students of Final Year 2013 -14 were selected for the training and finally placed under Wisepro, a flagship programme of Wipro.

Cultural and Sports

BBA students have won the winner title in Legaanza 2K14 (Dance and Beauty Contest), annual fest of AEC as well as in Annual Sports 2015, AEC (Boys Relay, Girls 100 + 200 mt, Boys Discuss Throw etc)

Staffs Achievements

Three research papers from the Faculty of the department in the field of Finance, Change Management and Innovation has been selected and published as a conference proceeding under national and International Conferences.

Work-Shop on Quick Aptitude Solving

[29/01/2015]

With the tie-up of Career Launcher a workshop was organized where students were provided the necessary tips to do the mathematical calculations in a faster way that may help them in upcoming placement and competitive examinations.

BIQ

[10/09/2014]

A business quiz competition was held where students from 2016 pass-out batch of BBA was participated. The event was carried in a knock-out way that resulted to a one team win.
**Brand Master**

[11/04/2014]

Brand Master Competition was held on for BBA students. In the competition students already divided into groups were given different envelop carrying 10 logos of different organization and products as well. The maximum correct answering were lead to progress in the next round in a knockout fashion and ultimately the last left group making maximum correct answers were declared as the winner.

**Manager’s Line**

[30th August 2013]

Students from BBA have secured runner – up position (1st position occupied by MBA of NIT – D) in an Inter college Business Plan Presentation Competition where several MBA and BBA colleges have taken part.